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There are men, who find excuses. And there are a few, who don’t miss any 

opportunity to prove toughness. Whether it is in the air, on the ground or amidst the 

ocean: With the Master of G collection G-SHOCK introduces timepieces offering 

sophisticated technology and high robustness to maintain control in every 

environment. Built for men who take their stand. Anytime. Anywhere. Without ‘ifs’ 

and ‘thens’ but with absolute toughness to push limits to the extreme.

T i m e  c o n t r o l  
i n  a l l  c o n d i t i o n s
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Professional conqueror  
Smoke jumper units reach the gateway to hell through the heavens. Mere metres 

above the treetops, the teams let their parachutes carry them to the source of the fire 

in order to cut firebreaks on the ground. The G-SHOCK MUDMASTER collection is 

their reliable companion. The control elements and high-tech sensors are protected 

against mud and dust. That doesn’t cool the flames, but it makes them more 

predictable. For the smoke jumper units, that’s a real result. Because taming the fire 

requires you to always be one step ahead of time.
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Shines 
through the dust

GWG-1000-1A3ER

Radio signal reception | Solar power | Digital compass | Altimeter | Barometer | Thermometer | Full-Auto-LED light | World time function
Vibration-resistant | Stopwatch | Timer | 5 daily alarms | Sapphire crystal | Mud-resistant case | Resin band | Water-resistant up to 20 bar

Mud-resistant structure

Vibration-resistant structure
Triple Sensor Technology

Sapphire crystal

A cylindrical guard structure is adopted 
for all the buttons, and the cylindrical 
built-in sensors that measure directions, 
atmospheric pressure/temperatures and 
altitudes quickly and precisely achieve 
precision performance under the 
harshest conditions.

This structure not only protects 
the buttons against intrusion 
by dust and mud, but it also 

helps to absorb shocks.

 The crown is also protected by a 
 highly airtight screw-lock structure. 

Gaskets are installed at points 
where the crown meets the surface 

of the case to assure superior 
resistance to dust and mud.

αGEL® (Alpha Gel) is packed under 
and around the module to protect the 
watch from malfunctions or damage 
due to vibrations. Washers securing 

the lug screws help prevent vibrations 
from loosening the band.

Power for hard times
Watches in the MUDMASTER 
collection are made for gritty 

reality. They are dust- and mud- 
resistant and therefore remain 

reliable even in the dirt. And 
thanks to ‘Tough Solar’,  

they never run out of power, 
remaining 100% accurate even 

in the most trying conditions. So 
take it easy. As hard as that is.

A clear, highly scratch-
resistant Sapphire crystal 
is installed to assure 
excellent visibility.
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GWG-1000-1AER GG-1000-1AER GG-1000-1A3ER GG-1000-1A5ERGWG-1000RD-4AER

Rescue 
Red

Edition

GWG-1000GB-1AER

Black & 
Gold 

Edition

Radio signal reception | Solar power | Digital compass | Altimeter | Barometer | Thermometer | Full-Auto-LED light | World time function
Vibration-resistant | Stopwatch | Timer | 5 daily alarms | Sapphire crystal | Mud-resistant case | Resin band | Water-resistant up to 20 bar

Digital compass | Thermometer | Super-Auto-LED light | World time function | Stopwatch | Timer
5 daily alarms + snooze function | Mud-resistant case | Resin band | Water-resistant up to 20 bar
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Find your roots, 
succeed in the 
wilderness

Radio signal reception | Solar power | Digital compass | Altimeter | Barometer 
Thermometer | Sunrise and sunset time display | Super-LED | Water-resistant up to 20 bar

 Thermometer: 
Keep calm, rely on precision. 

Altimeter: 
No surprises.

One watch, no guessing. With just one press on a dedicated button, you can 
assess your bearing, atmospheric pressure, altitudes and temperatures, enabling 
you to do what is necessary. Precisely.

Triple Sensor Technology

Compass: 
Always on track. GW-9400-1ERGW-9400-3ER
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A structure 
that thrives on 
rough use 

G-9300-1ER

Solar power | Digital compass | Thermometer | Moon data display | World time function
Auto illuminator | Mud-resistant case | Water-resistant up to 20 bar

Light up your path
Look ahead, to reach your 
goals. The MUDMAN displays 
the moon phases in relation to 
your geographical position 
and the date. Made for anyone 
who has to plan a trip into the 
wilderness.
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Professional precision  
Nature came up with the ultimate human endurance test – the Faroe Islands. Up here, the 

helicopter division of Atlantic Airways with its AW 139 fights for the lives of people in danger. 

Each and every second puts the crew and materials to the test. Anyone who loves a challenge 

knows the value of a pilot watch which can be counted on for precise reliability under the 

toughest conditions. Engineers at CASIO have developed the G-SHOCK GRAVITYMASTER  

collection so that you can expect more of yourself. Welcome to the team.
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GW-A1100-1A3ER GW-3000M-4AER 

Solar power
Solar cells provide independent 
and eco-friendly power to the 
watch. Excess Solar power is 
stored in a battery. The watch 
has a power reserve of up to 24 
months even when there is no 
direct exposure to light. Infi nite 
power is on your wrist – literally. 

SMART ACCESS technology
SMART ACCESS makes it easy 
to operate multifunctional 
watches. Simply pulling out and 
rotating the crown provides 
intuitive control of all functions. 
It can even be operated when 
wearing gloves. So take decisive 
action and stay focussed on the 
challenges ahead. Adjust 

quickly, 
enjoy the 

turbulences

Radio signal reception | Solar power | World time function | Automatic hand adjustment | Fluorescent index | Water-resistant up to 20 bar
Additional GW-A1100-1A3ER: Digital compass | Fly-back function | SMART ACCESS technology | Sapphire crystal | Triple G technology
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GA-1100-1AER 

Parting clouds, 
staying on track 

GA-1100-2BER GA-1100-9GER 

Digital compass
A sensor detects magnetic north. 
Continual direction readings can 
be taken for 20 seconds, during 
which the second hand points 
north. Bearing memory lets you 
temporarily store and display a 
direction reading so you can use 
it as a reference as you take 
subsequent compass readings. 

Thermometer
A sensor measures the 
ambient temperature around 
the watch and displays it in °C 
(-10°C/+60°C).

Digital compass | Thermometer | World time function | Super illuminator
Stopwatch | Timer | 5 daily alarms | Resin band | Water-resistant up to 20 bar
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Professionally stormproof 
Dive into a world stuffed with struggling forces like wind, current, waves and the pressure to take 

the right decision as quickly as possible. Choose wisely out of a huge range of opportunities!  

So the most important is your ability to be ahead of this highly dynamic environment. Thanks to 

sophisticated sensoring technology the G-SHOCK GULFMASTER collection perfectly fits into a 

world in which accuracy is crucial and in which no mistake will be forgiven. This is why the 

GULFMASTER is welcome on board of search and rescue vessels of the German Maritime Search 

and Rescue Service. Sense the opportunities. And choose.
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Solar power | Radio signal reception | Digital compass | Altimeter | Barometer | Thermometer | Tide graph display 
Corrosion-resistant case | SMART ACCESS technology | Automatic hand adjustment | Super-LED | Water-resistant up to 20 bar

Triple Sensor technology
Sensor technology assess your 
bearings, atmospheric pressure, 
altitude and the temperature at 
high speed. It also warns you if the 
atmospheric conditions change 
dramatically. GULFMASTER’s 
shock resistance enables the 
sensors to stand up to the harsh 
conditions the boundless sea 
sometimes imposes.

SMART ACCESS technology
SMART ACCESS makes it easy 
to operate multifunctional 
watches. Simply pulling out and 
rotating the crown provides 
intuitive control of all functions. 
It can even be operated when 
wearing gloves. So take decisive 
action and stay focussed on the 
challenges ahead. GWN-1000RD-4AER GWN-1000GB-1AER

Rescue 
Red

Edition

Black & 
Gold 

Edition

GWN-1000B-1AER

GWN-1000B-1BER
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Super Auto LED Light | World time function | Thermometer | Digital compass | Tide graph display + Moon data display
Stopwatch | Timer | 5 daily alarms | Resin band | Water-resistant up to 20 bar

On course 
for precision

GN-1000B-1AER  GN-1000-1AER
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Radio signal reception | Solar power | Digital compass | Altimeter | Barometer | Thermometer
Full-Auto-LED light | World time function | Vibration-resistant | Stopwatch | Timer | 5 daily alarms  
Sapphire crystal | Mud-resistant case | Resin band | Water-resistant up to 20 bar

Radio signal reception | Solar power | Digital compass | Altimeter 
Barometer | Thermometer | Sunrise and sunset time display 
Super-LED | Water-resistant up to 20 bar

Solar power | Digital compass | Thermometer | Moon data display 
World time function | Auto illuminator | Mud-resistant case
Water-resistant up to 20 bar

Digital compass | Thermometer | Super-Auto-LED light | World time function | Stopwatch | Timer
5 daily alarms + snooze function | Mud-resistant case | Resin band | Water-resistant up to 20 bar
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Radio signal reception | Solar power | World time function | Automatic hand adjustment  
Fluorescent index | Water-resistant up to 20 bar | Additional GW-A1100-1A3ER:  
Digital compass | Fly-back function | SMART ACCESS technology
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Digital compass | Thermometer | World time function | Super illuminator | Stopwatch
Timer | 5 daily alarms | Resin band | Water-resistant up to 20 bar

Solar power | Radio signal reception | Digital compass | Altimeter | Barometer | Thermometer
Tide graph display | Corrosion-resistant case | SMART ACCESS technology | Automatic hand adjustment 
Super-LED | Water-resistant up to 20 bar

Super-Auto-LED light | World time function | Thermometer
Digital compass | Tide graph display + Moon data display
Stopwatch | Timer | 5 daily alarms | Water-resistant up to 20 bar

t i m e  s o v e r e i g n t y
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Casio Europe GmbH
Casio-Platz 1
22848 Norderstedt
Tel.: + 49 (0) 40 528 650
www.g-shock.eu
www.facebook.com/casio-gshock

This brochure is subject to technical amendments 
and errors. The sizes of the reproductions do not 
correspond to the sizes of the originals. Slight 
variations to the original colours may occur in the 
brochure due to printing technicalities. 

Take a stand, get the  
most out of your time. 
Your personal store finder. 




